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The Secret Life Of Wives Hesperus Classics
What do we really know about modern practicing polygamists--not fictional ones
like the Henrickson family on HBO's Big Love? We've seen the Fundamentalist
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in the news, the underage brides in
pioneer dresses on a Texas ranch. But the FLDS is just one of many groups that
have broken with mainstream Mormonism to follow those parts of Joseph Smith's
doctrine disavowed by the LDS Church. Gaining unprecedented access to these
communities, journalist Sanjiv Bhattacharya reveals a shadow country teeming
with small town messiahs, dark secrets, and stories both heartbreaking and
strange. Polygamy's dark side--incest, forced marriages, and physical abuse--is
laid bare. But Bhattacharya also finds warmth in the fundamentalist diaspora and
even finds himself taking an ideological stand for polygamy's legalization. More
than just an expose of Mormon polygamy, Secrets and Wives is the personal
journey of a foreign atheist and liberal, a stranger in a strange land who grapples
with hard questions about marriage, monogamy, and the very nature of faith.
In the New York Times best-seller Surrendering to Marriage, Iris Krasnow offers
a raw and penetrating portrait of modern marriage and the backbreaking work
required to make it last. With joyous, sexy, and shocking stories of real
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marriages, real affairs, and real divorces, Surrendering to Marriage moves far
beyond a how-to manual; Krasnow shows us that a successful marriage has less
to do with bursts of bliss, and everything to do with embracing the ordinary in our
day-to-day relationships.
A tale of love and betrayal among the gated-in communities of American
suburbia finds Ohio socialite Marti Denton realizing her passionate love for John
Harding in the wake of his impulsive marriage to a socially awkward newspaper
reporter. By the author of Bubbles Betrothed. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
“Breezy and smart.”—?KIRKUS “Talented!”? ?—Janet Evanovich?, ?#1 New York
Times bestselling author After more than a decade alone, attorney Lynn Bartlett
was ready to shake up her reliably comfortable life. So when successful, kindhearted Jack Hughes—with his home in Silicon Valley, his safely remarried exwife, and his two grown children—proposed, it seemed like a dream come true.
After all, how hard could it be? All you had to do was be nice to everybody and
you’d all get along. Welcome to the perilous world of the second wife, where
nothing turns out quite as expected. With an unemployed, unmotivated stepson
who declares he’s moving in “temporarily,” a stepdaughter who oozes scorn,
and a husband who’s hiding something, Lynn’s imagined domestic bliss begins
to crack. Add in an ex-wife who shows up at inopportune times, a law partner
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who may be involved in illegal dealings, and a client whose attractions prove far
too tempting, and Lynn finds both her marriage and her career could be in
trouble. Not even the Anne Boleyn Society—an informal support group for second
wives—has all the answers. Sure, they can commiserate when Lynn says, “I
never thought it would be so hard,” but they don’t know the half of it... “A smart,
darkly funny novel about the plight of a second wife... Lynn’s wryly funny, rueful
voice is what makes Secret Lives appealing.” —Diane White, BOSTON GLOBE
“Sassy, irreverent, and smart. Catherine Todd has a wicked sense of humor.”
—Carla Neggers, bestselling author of the Sharpe & Donovan series “Not only
should this book be required reading for any second wife as well as anyone
contemplating a second marriage, but it’s a riveting, beautifully written story on
its own. I stayed up very late reading just to see how Lynn worked through the
same turbulent mess that hits so many Second Wives who enter into a marriage
without realizing how much baggage inevitably comes along with it. VERY
HIGHLY recommended." —RENDEZVOUS MAGAZINE
"With astonishing verve, The League of Wives persisted to speak truth to power
to bring their POW/MIA husbands home from Vietnam. And with astonishing
verve, Heath Hardage Lee has chronicled their little-known story — a profile of
courage that spotlights 1960s-era military wives who forge secret codes with
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bravery, chutzpah and style. Honestly, I couldn’t put it down." — Beth Macy,
author of Dopesick and Factory Man "Exhilarating and inspiring." — Elaine
Showalter, Washington Post The true story of the fierce band of women who
battled Washington—and Hanoi—to bring their husbands home from the jungles of
Vietnam. On February 12, 1973, one hundred and sixteen men who, just six
years earlier, had been high flying Navy and Air Force pilots, shuffled, limped, or
were carried off a huge military transport plane at Clark Air Base in the
Philippines. These American servicemen had endured years of brutal torture,
kept shackled and starving in solitary confinement, in rat-infested, mosquitoladen prisons, the worst of which was The Hanoi Hilton. Months later, the first
Vietnam POWs to return home would learn that their rescuers were their wives, a
group of women that included Jane Denton, Sybil Stockdale, Louise Mulligan,
Andrea Rander, Phyllis Galanti, and Helene Knapp. These women, who formed
The National League of Families, would never have called themselves
“feminists,” but they had become the POW and MIAs most fervent advocates,
going to extraordinary lengths to facilitate their husbands’ freedom—and to
account for missing military men—by relentlessly lobbying government leaders,
conducting a savvy media campaign, conducting covert meetings with antiwar
activists, and most astonishingly, helping to code secret letters to their
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imprisoned husbands. In a page-turning work of narrative non-fiction, Heath
Hardage Lee tells the story of these remarkable women for the first time. The
League of Wives is certain to be on everyone’s must-read list.
Evie and Nicole Glass share a last name. They also shared a husband. When a
tragic car accident ends the life of Richard Glass, it also upends the lives of Evie
and Nicole, and their children. There's no love lost between the widow and the
ex. In fact, Evie sees a silver lining in all this heartache—the chance to rid herself
of Nicole once and for all. But Evie wasn't counting on her children's bond with
their baby half-brother, and she wasn't counting on Nicole's desperate need to
hang on to the threads of family, no matter how frayed. Strapped for cash, Evie
cautiously agrees to share living expenses—and her home—with Nicole and the
baby. But when Evie suspects that Nicole is determined to rearrange more than
her kitchen, Evie must decide who she can trust. More than that, she must ask:
what makes a family? The Glass Wives is Amy Sue Nathan's heartfelt debut
novel.
The Secret Lives of Baba Segi's Wives is a scandalous, engrossing tale of sexual
politics and family strife in modern-day Nigeria. Lola Shoneyin's bestselling novel
bursts on to the stage in a vivid adaptation by Caine Award-winning playwright
Rotimi Babatunde. “Men are like yam, you cut them how you like.” Baba Segi
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has three wives, seven children, and a mansion filled with riches. But now he has
his eyes on Bolanle, a young university graduate wise to life's misfortunes. When
Bolanle responds to Baba Segi's advances, she unwittingly uncovers a secret
which threatens to rock his patriarchal household to the core.
Meet the trophy wives of Presidio Terrace, San Francisco's most exclusive--and
most deadly--neighborhood in this shrewd, darkly compelling novel from the New
York Times bestselling author of In Her Shadow. Mystery writer Brooke Davies is
the new wife on the block. Her tech-billionaire husband, Jack, twenty-two years
her senior, whisked her to the Bay Area via private jet and purchased a modest
mansion on the same day. He demands perfection, and before now, Brooke has
had no problem playing the role of a doting housewife. But as she befriends other
wives on the street and spends considerable time away from Jack, he worries if
he doesn't control Brooke's every move, she will reveal the truth behind their
"perfect" marriage. Erin King, famed news anchor and chair of the community
board, is no stranger to maintaining an image--though being married to a plastic
surgeon helps. But the skyrocketing success of her career has worn her love life
thin, and her professional ambitions have pushed Mason away. Quitting her job is
a Hail Mary attempt at keeping him interested, to steer him away from finding a
young trophy wife. But is it enough, and is Mason truly the man she thought he
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was? Georgia St. Claire allegedly cashed in on the deaths of her first two
husbands, earning her the nickname "Black Widow"--and the stares and
whispers of her curious neighbors. Rumored to have murdered both men for their
fortunes, she claims to have found true love in her third marriage, yet her
mysterious, captivating allure keeps everyone guessing. Then a tragic accident
forces the residents of Presidio Terrace to ask: Has Georgia struck again? And
what is she really capable of doing to protect her secrets?
"I didn't just happen upon this room; I dreamed of the pale green walls before I arrived."
Attempting to rise above the secrets of her past, Bolanle, a university graduate, marries
Baba Segi, who promises her everything in exchange for agreeing to become his fourth
wife. Thus she enters into a polygamous world filled with expensive clothes, a generous
monthly allowance . . . and three Segi wives who disapprove of the newest, youngest,
most educated addition to the family. There's Iya Femi, a fiery vixen with a taste for
money; Iya Tope, a shy woman whose kindness is eclipsed by terror; and Iya Segi, the
first, most lethal, and merciless of them all. Bolanle quickly becomes Baba Segi's prized
possession . . . until her very presence unlocks a secret that the other wives have long
since guarded, and unleashing it could change life as they know it.
A bestselling, groundbreaking author investigates wives who thrive, sharing their
uncensored strategies for staying married. America’s high divorce rate is well known.
But little attention has been paid to the flip side: couples who creatively manage to build
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marriages that are lasting longer than we ever thought possible. What’s the secret? To
find out, bestselling journalist Iris Krasnow interviewed more than two hundred wives
whose marriages have survived for fifteen to seventy years. In raw, candid, sometimes
titillating stories, Krasnow’s cast of wise women give voice to the truth about marriage
and the importance of maintaining a strong sense of self apart from the relationship.
Some spend summers separately from their partners. Some make time for wine with
the girls. One septuagenarian has a recurring date with an old flame from high school.
In every case, the marriage operates on many tracks, giving both spouses license to
pursue the question “Who am I apart from my marriage?” Krasnow’s goal is to give
women permission to create their own marriages at any age. Marital bliss is possible,
she says, if each partner is blissful apart from the other. For anyone who wants to stay
married and stay sane, this is the book to read!
From the New York Times–bestselling author of Half Moon Bay. “Marriage is as
mysterious as murder in LaPlante’s captivating psychological thriller” (People). An
Indie Next Pick A LibraryReads Selection An Amazon Best Book of the Month
(Mysteries & Thrillers) A Daily Candy Best Book of March One of More magazine’s
“Five Thrillers Not to Read After Dark” When Dr. John Taylor turns up dead in a hotel
room, the local police uncover enough incriminating evidence to suspect foul play.
Detective Samantha Adams, whose Palo Alto beat usually covers petty crimes, is
innocently thrown into a high-profile case that is more complicated than any she has
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faced before. A renowned reconstructive surgeon and a respected family man, Dr.
Taylor was beloved and admired. But beneath his perfect façade was a hidden life—in
fact, multiple lives. Dr. Taylor was married to three very different women in three
separate cities. As the circumstances surrounding his death emerge, Detective Adams
finds herself tracking down a murderer through a tangled web of marital deception and
revenge. New York Times–bestselling author Alice LaPlante’s haunting and complex
novel of family secrets dissects—with scalpel-like agility—the intricacies of desire and
commitment, trust and jealousy. “Exhilarating and smart, A Circle of Wives is a wild ride
of love, loss, marriage and murder, with a finale that’s provocative, thrilling and grand.
It all shows that while some deaths are a mystery, so, too, are some loves.” —San
Francisco Chronicle
Their average age was twenty-five. They came from Berkeley, Cambridge, Paris,
London and Chicago – and arrived in New Mexico ready for adventure or at least
resigned to it. But hope quickly turned to hardship in the desolate military town where
everything was a secret, including what their husbands were doing at the lab. They
lived in barely finished houses with a P.O. Box for an address, in a town wreathed with
barbed wire, all for the benefit of 'the project' that didn't exist as far as the greater world
was concerned. They were constrained by the words they couldn't say out loud, the
letters they couldn't send home, the freedom they didn't have. Though they were
strangers, they joined together – babies were born, friendships were forged, children
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grew up. But then 'the project' was unleashed and even bigger challenges faced the
women of Los Alamos, as they struggled with the burden of their contribution towards
the creation of the most destructive force in mankind's history – the atomic bomb.
Contentious, gripping and intimate, The Wives of Los Alamos is a personal tale of one
of the most momentous events in our history.
"The Wives of the Dead (From: "The Snow Image and Other Twice-Told Tales")" by
Nathaniel Hawthorne. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Rags-To-Riches Wife Millionaire Jack Cartwright hadn't known his lover's name.
But when he got a letter saying working-class Lilly was expecting his child, he went
looking for her - with marriage in mind! The Soon-To-Be-Disinherited Wife Garrett
Keating seduced socialite Emma Dearborn to stop her marrying another man; but
Emma needed to marry or lose her inheritance worth millions. Would Garrett go to the
altar for Emma? The One-Week Wife She'd been planning dashing Reid Kelly's
wedding, but now she was sharing his honeymoon suite in Cozumel. They both wanted
this. In fact, Felicity wanted Reid for more than just the week!
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Delve into the minds of several frisky women who are willing to risk it all in the pursuit of
pleasure from bestselling author Curtis Bunn. With sensual language and a unique
understanding of women, The Secret Lives of Cheating Wives is a gripping novel that
reveals the lengths today's women will go to indulge their deepest desires. With
relatable and complex characters, The Secret Lives of Cheating Wives is more than
your typical romance: it challenges you to understand their actions, all while enjoying a
tense, steamy ride filled with edge-of-your-seat drama.
"The first general treatment of women in the ancient world to reflect the critical insights
of modern feminism. Though much debated, its position as the basic textbook on
women's history in Greece and Rome has hardly been challenged."--Mary Beard,
Times Literary Supplement. Illustrations.
A New York Times Bestseller! One woman undertakes a worldwide search to learn the
secrets of a great marriage—and finds one foundational truth that could change
everything. Fawn Weaver was a happily married woman running a successful
business—and then something happened. Maybe it was divorce rate reports on the
evening news, The Real Housewives of Orange County, or any daytime talk show
where husbands and wives dramatically reveal their betrayals. Everywhere she looked,
Fawn saw negative portrayals of marriage dominating the airwaves and dooming
everyone to failure. Looking at Keith, the love of her life, she knew that wasn’t true.
She was determined to find and connect with women just like her—happy and optimistic
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about marriage, deeply in love with her spouse, and committed to building a strong
marriage that stands the test of time. On a whim,she started the blog
HappyWivesClub.com and sent the link to a few of new friends. What started as a
casual invitation to five women exploded into an international online club with 150,000
members in more than 100 countries. Happy Wives Club is Fawn’s journey across the
world to meet her friends and discover what makes their marriages great. Join her on
this exciting, exotic trip across six continents and through more than eighteen cities.
Walk the streets of Mauritius, the historic ruins in Italy, and the vistas of New Zealand
and Australia. Go from Cape Town to London, Manila to Buenos Aires, Winnipeg to
Zagreb. Along the way, you will meet everyday women whose marriage secrets span
cultures. You will hear their stories, witness their love, and be inspired by the proof that
happy, healthy marriages do exist—and yours can be one of them! It turns out great
marriages are all around us—when we look for them. Go on a trip with Fawn and learn
the best marriage secrets the world has to offer.
Suburbia is a jungle, filled with lots of vicious creatures.Take the Paradise Heights
Women’s League board. Lyssa Harper should have warned golden-haired DILF du jour
Harry Wilder what he was getting into when she invited him to meet the mommies who
run their suburban, gated community. At least he brought cupcakes. Since meeting the
former Master-of-the-Universe turned stay-at-home single dad, Lyssa has been his
domestic Sherpa, teaching him the ins and outs of suburban life. She just didn’t realize
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her friends would show up at his house unannounced with casseroles, leopard-print
bikini briefs, and plans to rearrange his kitchen cabinets. The truth is, if Harry and his
wife, the neighborhood’s “perfect couple,” can call it quits, what does that mean for
everyone else? Lyssa’s husband, Ted, is a great father, but he pays her Pilatespumped momtourage more attention than he does his own wife. Her friends gossip
about the neighbors while ignoring their own problems: infertility, infidelity, and eating
disorders. When Harry sets boundaries with his new fan club, he is exiled from the
neighborhood’s in-clique. But Lyssa refuses to snub him. What she never expects is
the explosive impact her ongoing friendship with Harry will have on her close-knit
pals—and on her marriage.
Two women compete for the affections of their opium merchant husband in a tale of
friendship, fortune and rivalry in colonial Hong Kong In 1862, a young Jew from
Calcutta named Emanuel Belilios leaves his dutiful wife Semah and sets sail for Hong
Kong to make his fortune in the opium trade. There, he grows into a prosperous and
respectable merchant, eventually falling in love with his Chinese business partner's
daughter Pearl, a delicate beauty twenty years his junior. As a wedding present, he
builds for her the most magnificent mansion in Hong Kong. Then Semah arrives
unannounced from Calcutta to take her place as mistress of the house...and life will
change irrevocably for all of them. Inspired by the lives of Choa-Johnston's ancestors,
The House of Wives is an unforgettable novel about the machinations of the early
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opium trade, and about two remarkable women determined to secure a dynasty for their
children in the tumultuous British Crown colony.
!--[if gte mso 9] ![endif]-- Read the bestselling book that inspired the ABC television
series. As America's Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying
missions, television cameras focused on the brave smiles of their young wives.
Overnight, these women were transformed from military spouses into American royalty.
They had tea with Jackie Kennedy, appeared on the cover of Life magazine, and
quickly grew into fashion icons. Annie Glenn, with her picture-perfect marriage, was the
envy of the other wives; JFK made it clear that platinum-blonde Rene Carpenter was
his favorite; and licensed pilot Trudy Cooper arrived with a secret that needed to stay
hidden from NASA. Together with the other wives they formed the Astronaut Wives
Club, providing one another with support and friendship, coffee and cocktails. As their
celebrity rose-and as divorce and tragedy began to touch their lives-the wives
continued to rally together, forming bonds that would withstand the test of time, and
they have stayed friends for over half a century. THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB tells
the story of the women who stood beside some of the biggest heroes in American
history.
"[A] divinely original thriller...a wonderful carousel of revolving suspects, motives, and
means, and many people to love and to love to hate."—Publishers Weekly, STARRED
Review An addictive second mystery novel about book clubs, murder, and the domestic
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secrets inside every household from the author of Pretty Guilty Women! Three beautiful
women. Two wedding bands. One dead husband. When Anne Wilkes, Eliza Tate, and
Penny Sands arrive at book club bearing bottles of wine, none of them are plotting to
kill. But when the subject of a philandering husband arises, revenge is in the air. By the
end of the night, someone is dead. Two women with rings on their fingers and one with
stars in her eyes. All of them are hiding something. All of them are lying. What really
happened that night? Only the guilty knows. Did one woman take everything too far, or
is the truth really more twisted than fiction? A domestic thriller that will keep you
guessing, Three Single Wives is compelling mystery for book clubs that devoured
Samantha Downing, Sandi Jones and Lucy Foley.
A bestselling, groundbreaking author investigates successful long term marriages,
interviewing wives and their uncensored strategies for staying married. America's high
divorce rate is well known. But little attention has been paid to the flip side: couples who
creatively (sometimes clandestinely) manage to build marriages that are lasting longer
than we ever thought possible. What's the secret? To find out, bestselling journalist Iris
Krasnow interviewed more than 200 wives whose marriages have survived for 15 to 70
years. They are a diverse cast, yet they share one common and significant trait: They
have made bold, sometimes secretive and shocking choices on how to keep their
marital vows, "till death do us part," as Krasnow says, "without killing someone first." In
raw, candid, titillating stories, Krasnow's cast of wise women give voice to the truth
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about marriage and the importance of maintaining a strong sense of self apart from the
relationship. Some spend summers separately from their partners. Some make time for
wine with the girls. One septuagenarian has a recurring date with an old flame from
high school. In every case, the marriage operates on many tracks, giving both spouses
license to pursue the question "Who am I apart from my marriage?" Krasnow's goal is
to give women permission to create their own marriages at any age. Marital bliss is
possible, she says, if each partner is blissful apart from the other. A fascinating window
on the many faces of modern relationships, The Secret Lives of Wives brims with
inspiring and daring examples of women who have it both ways: a committed marriage
and personal adventures in uncharted territory. For anyone who wants to stay married
and stay sane, this is the book to read!
A provocative look at the lives of 26 married suburban women, offering a fascinating
and nuanced portrait of marriage and infidelity. Extramarital affairs are often whispered
about behind closed doors. In this groundbreaking book, the doors open. Stephanie
Gertler and Adrienne Lopez take an intimate and sensitive look at the lives of 26
married or previously married women who have either had an affair, are having an
affair, or are wrestling with their conflicting emotions and loyalties as they consider the
possibility of being unfaithful to their husbands. The women are between the ages of 35
and 70. They hail from various cultures, races, professions, and economic levels. Most
have children. Many crave passion, intimacy, conversation, romance. And when those
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things aren't forthcoming in their marriages, they seek them elsewhere. To Love,
Honor, and Betray never judges: It provides candid conversations, rendering women's
lives in ways that are surprising and moving, while offering remarkable insight into the
complexity of long-term relationships. It's the book that women have been waiting for.
Think marriage means happily-ever-after? Think again… Selina and Lottie are complete
opposites. Where Selina is poised but prudish, Lottie is quirky and emotional. Selina is
the dutiful mother of three children and able manager of their stylish suburban home.
Lottie lives with her eccentric teenage daughter in a small city apartment fit to bursting
with color and happy chaos. But these women also have one shocking similarity:
they're married to the same man…and they've just found out he's dead. Selina has been
married to Simon Busfield for twenty-eight years, Lottie for seventeen. Neither knows a
thing about the other until the day of Simon's funeral, where the scandalous truth is
revealed in front of everyone they know. Another wife, another family… And they've
onlyjust scratched the surface of Simon's incredible betrayal. With dark humor and
razor-sharp wit, Cohen expertly unravels a story of deception and betrayal, where two
very different families will discover they are entwined in ways that will change them all
forever. "Witty, ludicrously melodramatic and psychologically perceptive." —Sunday
Telegraph "A cracking debut…. Fatal Attraction with a clever twist at the end. Addictive."
—The Bookseller on The Mistress's Revenge
A PAGE-TURNING GLIMPSE INTO FIVE MARRIAGES AND THE FIGHT TO SAVE
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THEM For more than a year, journalist Laurie Abraham sat in with five troubled couples
as they underwent the searing process of group marriage therapy. Published as The
New York Times Magazine’s cover story "Can This Marriage Be Saved?" the resulting
article generated intense reader response and received the Award for Excellence in
Journalism from the American Psychoanalytic Association. Though the article allowed
Abraham to focus on only one couple, this book, which grew out of it and the reaction it
inspired, tells the moving, fascinating story of all five. The couples: Can Leigh and
Aaron find the intimacy their marriage lacks; will Bella and Joe resolve the imbalance of
power that threatens to topple their marriage; are Sue Ellen and Mark as ideal as they
seem; what happened to Rachael that Michael cannot acknowledge; and do Marie and
Clem, with the help of therapist Judith Coché, come back from the brink of divorce?
With the dexterity of a novelist, Abraham recounts the travails, triumphs, and reversals
that beset the five couples. They work with their therapist—and each other—to find out
whether they can rediscover the satisfaction in marriage that they once had. At times
wrenching, at times inspiring, the sessions bring out the long-hidden resentments,
misunderstandings, unmet desires, and unspoken needs that bedevil any imperiled
couple. At the same time, these encounters provide road maps to reconciliation and
revival that can be used by anyone in a relationship. Along the way, the author draws
on her explorations of literature and Freudian theory, modern science, and today’s
cutting-edge research to decode the patterns and habits that suggest whether a
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troubled marriage will survive or die. Both an important look at the state of marital
dysfunction and a reaffirmation of the enduring bonds of love, The Husbands and
Wives Club is an extraordinary year in the life of the American marriage.
Draws on interviews with dozens of women who have remained married in spite of high
divorce rates, revealing the agreements they share with their partners to keep their
marriages strong and describing how each profiled woman maintains an independent
identity. By the author of the best-selling Surrendering to Marriage. 40,000 first printing.
The ultimate guide for anyone wondering how President Joe Biden will respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic—all his plans, goals, and executive orders in response to the
coronavirus crisis. Shortly after being inaugurated as the 46th President of the United
States, Joe Biden and his administration released this 200 page guide detailing his
plans to respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The National Strategy for the COVID-19
Response and Pandemic Preparedness breaks down seven crucial goals of President
Joe Biden's administration with regards to the coronavirus pandemic: 1. Restore trust
with the American people. 2. Mount a safe, effective, and comprehensive vaccination
campaign. 3. Mitigate spread through expanding masking, testing, data, treatments,
health care workforce, and clear public health standards. 4. Immediately expand
emergency relief and exercise the Defense Production Act. 5. Safely reopen schools,
businesses, and travel while protecting workers. 6. Protect those most at risk and
advance equity, including across racial, ethnic and rural/urban lines. 7. Restore U.S.
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leadership globally and build better preparedness for future threats. Each of these goals
are explained and detailed in the book, with evidence about the current circumstances
and how we got here, as well as plans and concrete steps to achieve each goal. Also
included is the full text of the many Executive Orders that will be issued by President
Biden to achieve each of these goals. The National Strategy for the COVID-19
Response and Pandemic Preparedness is required reading for anyone interested in or
concerned about the COVID-19 pandemic and its effects on American society.
“The Summer Wives is an exquisitely rendered novel that tackles two of my favorite
topics: love and money. The glorious setting and drama are enriched by Williams’s
signature vintage touch. It’s at the top of my picks for the beach this summer.” —Elin
Hilderbrand, author of The Perfect Couple New York Times bestselling author Beatriz
Williams brings us the blockbuster novel of the season—an electrifying postwar fable of
love, class, power, and redemption set among the inhabitants of an island off the New
England coast . . . In the summer of 1951, Miranda Schuyler arrives on elite, secretive
Winthrop Island as a schoolgirl from the margins of high society, still reeling from the
loss of her father in the Second World War. When her beautiful mother marries Hugh
Fisher, whose summer house on Winthrop overlooks the famous lighthouse, Miranda’s
catapulted into a heady new world of pedigrees and cocktails, status and swimming
pools. Isobel Fisher, Miranda’s new stepsister—all long legs and world-weary bravado,
engaged to a wealthy Island scion—is eager to draw Miranda into the arcane customs of
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Winthrop society. But beneath the island’s patrician surface, there are really two clans:
the summer families with their steadfast ways and quiet obsessions, and the working
class of Portuguese fishermen and domestic workers who earn their living on the water
and in the laundries of the summer houses. Uneasy among Isobel’s privileged friends,
Miranda finds herself drawn to Joseph Vargas, whose father keeps the lighthouse with
his mysterious wife. In summer, Joseph helps his father in the lobster boats, but in the
autumn he returns to Brown University, where he’s determined to make something of
himself. Since childhood, Joseph’s enjoyed an intense, complex friendship with Isobel
Fisher, and as the summer winds to its end, Miranda’s caught in a catastrophe that will
shatter Winthrop’s hard-won tranquility and banish Miranda from the island for nearly
two decades. Now, in the landmark summer of 1969, Miranda returns at last, as a
renowned Shakespearean actress hiding a terrible heartbreak. On its surface, the
Island remains the same—determined to keep the outside world from its shores, fiercely
loyal to those who belong. But the formerly powerful Fisher family is a shadow of itself,
and Joseph Vargas has recently escaped the prison where he was incarcerated for the
murder of Miranda’s stepfather eighteen years earlier. What’s more, Miranda herself is
no longer a naïve teenager, and she begins a fierce, inexorable quest for justice for the
man she once loved . . . even if it means uncovering every last one of the secrets that
bind together the families of Winthrop Island.
Swan’s international bestselling novel The Wives of Bath, is both a shocking Gothic
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tale about a murder in a girls’ boarding school and an adolescent confession. Mouse
and Paulie, reluctant fourteen-year-old boarders at Bath Ladies College, are confronted
by the slippery quest for one small, vital thing: the thing that definitively makes boys
different from girls. The novel was made into the feature film Lost and Delirious, shown
in 34 countries. Since the film’s debut, young women all over the world have roleplayed the parts of Mouse, Tory and Paulie on the Lost and Delirious website.
A Most Anticipated Novel by The Skimm * Cosmopolitan * SheReads * Frolic *
PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Goodreads * E! Online * Betches * Crime Reads * Pure Wow *
Book Riot * Bustle * and more! A Book of the Month Club Selection “Gossipy,
scandalous housewives behaving badly might make this the juiciest read of the
season."--Library Journal (starred review) "Sultry, salacious and utterly
unpredictable....You'll devour it."--Riley Sager, New York Times bestselling author of
Home Before Dark The Hunting Wives share more than target practice, martinis, and
bad behavior in this novel of obsession, seduction, and murder. Sophie O'Neill left
behind an envy-inspiring career and the stressful, competitive life of big-city Chicago to
settle down with her husband and young son in a small Texas town. It seems like the
perfect life with a beautiful home in an idyllic rural community. But Sophie soon realizes
that life is now too quiet, and she's feeling bored and restless. Then she meets Margot
Banks, an alluring socialite who is part of an elite clique secretly known as the Hunting
Wives. Sophie finds herself completely drawn to Margot and swept into her mysterious
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world of late-night target practice and dangerous partying. As Sophie's curiosity gives
way to full-blown obsession, she slips farther away from the safety of her family and
deeper into this nest of vipers. When the body of a teenage girl is discovered in the
woods where the Hunting Wives meet, Sophie finds herself in the middle of a murder
investigation and her life spiraling out of control.
Some marriages are made in heaven, and others, quite frankly, are not. This anthology
collects the private reflections of 25 well-known women writers, some of whom speak
under the liberating cloak of anonymity. They reveal the truth about their marriages,
their divorces, and sometimes, their decisions to remain single. The essays here
chronicle the highs and lows of romantic relationships, the ebb and flow of love and
desire, and the many alternatives to traditional matrimony. With topics ranging from
infidelity and true love to orgasms, children, career power struggles, race issues, and
aging, these are stories that empower women to make sense of their own lives.
Distraught by an impending incestuous marriage when she is directed to become her
uncle's fifth wife, 15-year-old Sara begins questioning her faith, while her beautiful
sister Rachel, also selected for a polygamous marriage, falls in love with an agnostic
boy she had hoped to convert. Original.
Billionaire Babes Club is the book the affluent society doesn't want you to read. Learn how to
lure a wealthy man into spending money on you, falling for you, and in the end becoming his
Spoiled Girlfriend or Trophy Wife. Billionaire Babes Club lays out the practical steps to upgrade
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the everyday lady into becoming a high-value woman. Included in the book are guides on
leveling up, etiquette, and personality. As well as the secrets to femininity, seduction, and
manipulation. Learn online dating tips from how to set up your profile and take your photos, to
scripts and scenarios for first dates, how to get a second date, traveling, and more. This book
is the bible on freestyling and meeting men in real life. Get any man to approach you. We
cover it all. You will have access to text message examples and real stories from the Spoiled
Girlfriends and Trophy Wives you aspire to be.Follow us on Instagram:
@billionairebabes.clubToday's women are victims of the commitment phobia, hookup culture,
cheap dates, and cheap talk. Why are you hooking up with a man who hasn't invested in you
financially? Why are you playing by the obsolete rules of society's dating game that don't
benefit you, but instead leave you heartbroken, used, and ghosted? Your kindness isn't
rewarded in this dating world. Spoiled Girlfriends and Trophy Wives of the rich are an Elite
Group of women who know their worth, refuse to be manipulated, and never settle for a man
that doesn't rise up to their standards. This Elite Group of women know what they deserve and
attain it by beating men at their own game.In Billionaire Babes Club, they spill the secrets to
the life you want. By utilizing the secrets and strategies exposed in this book, the everyday
woman is able to transform and in turn gain Love, Power, Money, and Status. Billionaire Babes
Club teaches women how to seduce and lure affluent men into spending, spoiling, pampering,
and falling head over heels for them. Billionaire Babes Club provides women with a sex-free
master plan on how to have any generous benefactor eating out of the palms of your hands.
Stop spending time and energy on men who have nothing to offer except conversation, false
promises, and IOUs. Stop banking on potential and secure your finished product-a financially
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stable man. You've read vanilla dating books, now learn from the Elite Women who have the
life you want.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “If you’re looking for a book to take on holiday this
summer, The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo has got all the glitz and glamour to make it a
perfect beach read.” —Bustle From the New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones &
the Six—an entrancing and “wildly addictive journey of a reclusive Hollywood starlet”
(PopSugar) as she reflects on her relentless rise to the top and the risks she took, the loves
she lost, and the long-held secrets the public could never imagine. Aging and reclusive
Hollywood movie icon Evelyn Hugo is finally ready to tell the truth about her glamorous and
scandalous life. But when she chooses unknown magazine reporter Monique Grant for the job,
no one is more astounded than Monique herself. Why her? Why now? Monique is not exactly
on top of the world. Her husband has left her, and her professional life is going nowhere.
Regardless of why Evelyn has selected her to write her biography, Monique is determined to
use this opportunity to jumpstart her career. Summoned to Evelyn’s luxurious apartment,
Monique listens in fascination as the actress tells her story. From making her way to Los
Angeles in the 1950s to her decision to leave show business in the ‘80s, and, of course, the
seven husbands along the way, Evelyn unspools a tale of ruthless ambition, unexpected
friendship, and a great forbidden love. Monique begins to feel a very real connection to the
legendary star, but as Evelyn’s story near its conclusion, it becomes clear that her life
intersects with Monique’s own in tragic and irreversible ways. “Heartbreaking, yet beautiful”
(Jamie Blynn, Us Weekly), The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo is “Tinseltown drama at its
finest” (Redbook): a mesmerizing journey through the splendor of old Hollywood into the harsh
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realities of the present day as two women struggle with what it means—and what it costs—to
face the truth.
For over seventy years the Kremlin was the bastion of the all-powerful Soviet rulers. A great
deal is known about the men who held millions of fates in their iron grip, yet little is known
about the women—the wives and mistresses—who shared their lives. They took part in the
Revolution and its aftermath, bore children, and suffered abuse; some were arrested and sent
to Siberia, driven to suicide, or even murdered. In 1991 the KGB granted the author access to
its secret files, which, together with the author’s own research and interviews, provided the
material for this book. Here for the first time the stark and sometimes scandalous truth about
these women is revealed. Lenin’s wife worked passionately for the Revolution alongside her
husband, from the time of Lenin’s exile until her death. His mistress was also a close friend of
his wife. Stalin married Nadezhda Alliluyeva when she was only sixteen. Earlier, he had had a
relationship with Nadezhda’s mother, and there is strong evidence that his wife may also have
been his daughter. When she was found dead in a pool of blood, the official verdict was
suicide, but many believe she was murdered. Secret Police Chief Lavrenti Beria, known as
“The Butcher,” roamed the streets in Moscow in a curtain-drawn limousine, stalking young
girls who would later be abducted by his agents. One was forced to marry Beria—his wife Nina
Teimurazovna. Among the many other Kremlin “wives” portrayed here are: Alexandra
Kollontai, feminist and supporter of “free love”; Larissa Reisner, Boris Pasternak’s muse;
Olga Kameneva, Trotsky’s sister; Nina Khrushchev; Victoria Brezhnev; Galina Brezhneva;
Tatyana Fillipovna Andropov, and Raisa Gorbachev—supposedly the only Soviet ruler’s wife to
have married for love. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports
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Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of biographies,
autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list includes biographies on well-known historical figures
like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from
history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also
published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, first-hand
tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Using a sample collected from Ashley Madison, this book is the result of a yearlong inquiry into
women’s extramarital experiences. Ultimately, these women reject the binary proposition of
marriage that assumes that either we work on our marriages and remain monogamous within
them, or we break up the relationship and take up other relationships. These women conceive
of an alternate solution to a marriage that is not wholly working, where their own needs are
ignored, unmet, and not prioritized. Thus, the women in this study are engaging in secret
defiance of the expectations of marriage and primary partnerships. This book gives voice to
women’s experiences and perceptions regarding their participation in infidelity, and glimpses
into the interworkings of our most intimate relationships, and the ways women negotiate
marriages that fall short of their expectations.
In this hilarious sequel to The Secret Life of Nuns, courtesan Nanna reveals to her confidante,
Antonia, what really goes on in the lives of married women. A woman can only be saved from a
life-threatening craving and utter damnation by a well-endowed priest; an over-devout matron
releases her inner devil when she meets an attractive hermit; an insatiable wife is redressed by
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her husband in a most barbarous manner—these are merely some of the “truths” that Aretino
exposes behind the respectable mask of marriage. And in describing the subterfuges,
machinations, and diabolical ruses wives resort to—unbeknownst to their poor husbands—in
order to secure the secret object of their desires, Aretino adds another titillating page to his
immense catalog of human characters. Italian satirist and poet Pietro Aretino was one of the
most versatile writers of the 16th century; the author of plays, poetry, and letters, he is now
principally remembered as the originator of European pornography.
An Instant Bestseller! The New York Times USA Today The Globe and Mail The Toronto Star
New York Times bestselling author Tarryn Fisher delivers a pulse-pounding, fast-paced
suspense novel that will leave you breathless. A thriller you won’t be able to put down!
Imagine that your husband has two other wives. You’ve never met the other wives. None of
you know each other, and because of this unconventional arrangement, you can see your
husband only one day a week. But you love him so much you don’t care. Or at least that’s
what you’ve told yourself. But one day, while you’re doing laundry, you find a scrap of paper
in his pocket—an appointment reminder for a woman named Hannah, and you just know it’s
another of the wives. You thought you were fine with your arrangement, but you can’t help
yourself: you track her down, and, under false pretenses, you strike up a friendship. Hannah
has no idea who you really are. Then Hannah starts showing up to your coffee dates with
telltale bruises, and you realize she’s being abused by her husband. Who, of course, is also
your husband. But you’ve never known him to be violent, ever. Who exactly is your husband,
and how far would you be willing to go to find out? And who is his mysterious third wife? “Nailbiting, heart-clenchingly good.”—New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Torre “[A]
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lightning-fast plot.”—Kirkus “Suspense fans will be rewarded.”—Publishers Weekly “Some
sharp twists.”—Booklist Don’t miss An Honest Lie, the next gripping, unputdownable, twistfilled thriller from Tarryn Fisher!
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